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Circle graphs are the intersection graphs of chords of a circle. In this paper we show that the problems 
of finding a minimum dominating set, a minimum connected dominating set and a minimum total 
dominating set are NP-complete for circle graphs. We also present a polynomial time algorithm for 
finding a minimum cardinality dominating clique in a circle graph. 
1. Introduction 
For a graph G = (V, E), a set S r I/ is a dominating set if every vertex in I/- S is 
adjacent to some vertex in S. A dominating set S is independent if the vertices of 
S are pairwise nonadjacent, total if the subgraph induced by S has no isolated ver- 
tices, connected if the vertices of S induce a connected subgraph and a dominating 
clique if the subgraph induced by S is completely connected. The problems of fin- 
ding the minimum cardinality dominating set, independent dominating set, total 
dominating set, connected dominating set and dominating clique have been much 
studied [4,6-g]. All of the above mentioned problems are NP-complete on general 
graphs and all but independent domination are NP-complete even for chordal 
graphs [2,7,11,17,19,20]. 
For cographs, Corneil and Per1 [7] were able to provide polynomial time 
algorithms for the problems of finding a minimum dominating set, a minimum con- 
nected dominating set, and a minimum total dominating set. It then became 
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interesting to see how general a class of graphs, that includes cographs, admits 
polynomial time algorithms for these domination problems. The first generalization 
made was to permutation graphs. The domination problems on permutation graphs 
have received a considerable amount of attention and polynomial time algorithms 
have been developed for all five domination problems mentioned above [I ,3-5,121. 
This then raises the question of how far permutation graphs can be generalized 
before the domination problems become NP-complete. 
There are several well-known classes of graphs which contain the class of 
permutation graphs. If we generalize to comparability graphs we immediately 
encounter NP-completeness. All of the above mentioned domination problems, 
except dominating clique, have been shown to be NP-complete on comparability 
graphs [7,9,22]. Brandtstadt and Kratsch provide a polynomial time algorithm for 
finding the minimum dominating clique [4] in a comparability graph. Another 
possible generalization is to cocomparability graphs. For these graphs, Kratsch and 
Stewart [18] were recently able to provide polynomial time algorithms for all of the 
above mentioned domination problems, except dominating clique. They showed 
that the problem of finding a minimum dominating clique in a cocomparability 
graph is NP-complete. 
The generalization we consider in this paper is to circle graphs. A graph 
G = (V,E), 1 VI = n, (El = m, is called a circle graph if there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between V and a set, C, of chords of a circle such that two vertices are 
adjacent if and only if the corresponding chords intersect. C is called the chord in- 
tersection model for G. Gabor, Hsu and Supowit [ 131 have an O(nm) time algorithm 
which given a graph will determine whether or not it is a circle graph and if it will 
produce an intersection model for it. Circle graphs are equivalent to the overlap 
graphs of intervals [ 151. An interval model of a circle graph is a set of n closed inter- 
vals in the real line such that interval i overlaps intervalj (interval i intersects interval 
j but neither contains the other) if and only if vertex i is adjacent to vertexj. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that the endpoints of the intervals are distinct. 
Given a chord intersection model for a circle graph, an interval model can be ob- 
tained in linear time [15]. In the following we will make use of the interval model 
and interchangeably refer to the ith vertex or the ith interval as being adjacent to 
or overlapping with vertex j or interval j. 
The problem of determining the complexity of the domination problem on circle 
graphs was first mentioned as open in [16]. Little progress was made towards re- 
solving this question until Elmallah, Stewart and Culberson defined the class of k- 
polygon graphs [lo]. These are the intersection graphs of straight-line chords inside 
a convex k-sided polygon. Permutation graphs form a proper subclass of 3-polygon 
graphs and circle graphs = lJ,“=, of k-polygon graphs. Elmallah et al. [lo] were 
able to provide a polynomial time algorithm for the dominating set problem on k- 
polygon graphs as long as k is a constant. In Section 2 we show that the problem 
of finding a minimum dominating set, a minimum connected dominating set and 
a minimum total dominating set are NP-complete on circle graphs. These results in 
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turn imply that, unless P=NP, no polynomial time algorithm exists for the 
dominating set problem on k-polygon graphs when k is arbitrary. In this sense, the 
result of Elmallah et al. [lo] is the best possible. 
In Section 3 we present a polynomial time algorithm for finding a minimum car- 
dinality dominating clique in a circle graph. 
2. NP-completeness 
The decision problem formulation of the domination problem on circle graphs is 
as follows: given a circle graph G= (V,E) and a positive integer k, is there a 
dominating set of size k or less for G, i.e., a subset I/’ c I/ with / V’I s k such that 
for all u E I/- I/’ there is a u E I” for which {u, u} E E? 
Theorem 2.1. The dominating set problem on circle graphs is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that the problem is in NP. To show that the problem 
is NP-hard we construct a polynomially computable reduction from the problem 
SATISFIABILITY [14]. The approach we use for the reduction is similar to that 
used by Maass in reducing 3SAT to the one-dimensional ring cover problem [21]. 
Let F be an arbitrary instance of the SATISFIABILITY problem. Let 
X= {x1,x2, . ..) x,} be the set of Boolean variables and C = {c,, c2, . . . , c,} be the set 
of clauses in F. We shall construct, in polynomial time, a set I of intervals in the 
real line (with integer endpoints) and an integer k such that the overlap graph of the 
intervals in Z has a dominating set of cardinality k if and only if F is satisfiable. 
For ease of presentation we assume that m is evenly divisible by 4. If this is not 
the case new clauses can be added to F, each containing a single new variable, 
without changing the satisfiability of F. 
When we construct I we will create some intervals associated with each variable. 
See the B, U, and L intervals in Fig. 1. Including the Upper (I/) intervals in a 
dominating set will correspond with setting the variable to true and including the 
Lower (L) intervals in a dominating set will correspond to setting the variable to 
false. We will also create C type intervals to represent the clauses. To represent an 
unnegated literal we will use a sequence of intervals, w, d, f, and g and to represent 
a negated literal we will use a sequence of intervals u, e, f and g. 
Let us now begin the construction in detail. First we construct one interval in I 
associated with each clause in C. The interval C, corresponding to the clause cj is 
[q+(n+2)(j-l),q+(n+2)(j_l)+n+l] where q=(n+1)(20m). We use q as an 
offset so the clause intervals do not intersect certain variable intervals we will be 
constructing. Note that the interior of Cj contains n integers which will allow each 
variable to be associated with an interval which intersects Cj in a unique integer if 
necessary. Dominating (overlapping) C, with an interval associated with variable x, 
will correspond to satisfying Cj with a literal involving x,. 
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Fig. 1. Most of the intervals constructed from the four clause and two variable formula (x1 VX~)A(.XI)A 
(xx) A (a, VZ~). 
Next we construct truth setting subsets of I associated with each variable xi in X. 
Refer to Figs. 1 and 2. There are several types of intervals associated with a variable 
xi. We first describe the three types of intervals which we will call Base, Upper and 
Lower. We will construct these intervals so that the Upper intervals dominate the 
Base intervals and likewise the Lower intervals dominate the Base intervals. 
For each variable xi we construct a Base interval associated with each clause Cj of 
F, where Bj= [z,+ lO(j- l),q+ lO(j- 1) + 41 and q= i(20m). The purpose of the 
offset z, is to ensure that the intervals associated with different variables are 
disjoint. 
For each variable 5, we construct m/2 Upper intervals Ui, Ui, . . , U:,,, where 
U;=[z;+3,z,+13], U;,~,,=[zj+lom-17, q+lOm-71 and for lsrr(m/4-1) let 
Ui,=[q+40r-17,z,+40r+3] and vi,.+,= [7_ + 40r - 7, z, + 40r + 131. We also con- 
struct m/2 Lower intervals L’,, Li, . . . , L:,,,2 where for 1 5 r< m/4 let Lb,_, = 
[zj+40r-39,zi+40r-191 and Li,=[t,+40r-29,zj+40r-91. 
We now construct further intervals associated with the variable x, which will de- 
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Fig. 2. The d, w, Upper, Base, Lower, u and e type intervals associated with a variable x, that occurs 
in a formula F’ with eight clauses, where K, E cl, x, E q, x, E c5 and 2, E c6 Note that the scale should be 
offset by z, = i(20m). 
pend upon whether the literal x, or ,i?, or neither appears in clause cl. Refer to 
Figs. 1, 2 and 3. If x, appears in Cj we add the intervals wJ, d/, A’, and g; such that 
w;=[z,+lO(j-1)+2, z;+lO(j-1)+6], d,=[z,+lO(j-1)+5, z;+lOm+lO(j-l)+l], 
fi’=[zj+lOm+lO(j-I), z;+lOm+lO(j-1)+3] and gJ=[z,+lOm+lO(j-1)+2, 
q+ (n +2)(j- 1) + i] where q is as defined for the clause intervals. Note that 
wJ,dJ’,fj,gi,Cj forms a simple induced path in G and there exists a U’ interval that 
overlaps with w:, but no Lower interval overlaps with wi. 
0 10 ‘0 30 ,I0 50 60 
I I I I I I I 
Fig. 3. The d, e, f and g type intervals associated with a variable x, that occurs in F’. Note the scale 
should be offset by z,+ IOm. 
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If ,Fj appears in Cj we add the intervals ui, eJ, J’, and gJ where uj.= [z, + lO( j - 1) - 2, 
z,+lO(j-1)+2] and e~=[z;+lO(j-l)-l,z,+lOm+lO(j-l)+l]. Here note that 
uj, e;, f,‘, gj, Cj forms a simple induced path in G and that there exists an L’ interval 
that overlaps with u:, but no Upper interval overlaps with u;. 
If neither x, nor .F; appear in Cj we do not add any more intervals to I here. 
Note the following adjacency relationships that have been created in the overlap 
graph G corresponding to I. The only intervals overlapping with c, are the gj such 
that either x, or X; occurs in Cj. The only intervals overlapping with interval J;’ are 
the associated gi and either dy or e:. The only intervals overlapping a Base interval 
B’ are an Upper interval U’, a Lower interval L’ and possibly either a ui or w’ in- 
terval. 
In order to establish the correspondence between a satisfying truth assignment 
and a dominating set we will want to be able to treat the Upper, Lower, d, e and 
g type intervals as if they need not be dominated. In order to do this we add a 
number of p type intervals to I. We need only add two of these intervals to be able 
to treat all the g type intervals as dominated. Note that the integer 
q - 1 = (n + 1)(2Onz) - 1 is contained in all the g type intervals but in no other interval 
in I. Also no interval in I contains a negative number, thus if we add the intervals 
p. = [-2,0] and p; = [- 1, q - 11 to I the only interval overlapping p. is ph. Thus any 
dominating set for G must contain either p. or ph in order to dominate po. If a 
minimum dominating set for G contains po, there must exist another minimum 
dominating set for G which contains ph but not po, since p. does not overlap with 
any other interval in I. If we restrict our attention to minimum dominating sets for 
G which contain pi we may treat the g type vertices as dominated since p; overlaps 
with them all. 
We now add further pairs of p type intervals to cover the Upper, Lower, d and 
e type intervals as follows. To cover Ul and LL, 1 <srm/2, we add the pair of in- 
tervals pit and pi, where pls= [-(f +2), -t], and p,t,= [-(t+ l),z,+2O(s- 1)+7] 
where t = 3(im +s). To cover the dj and ei intervals we add the pair 
P;,,,,/~+~ = L-V+ 3, -[‘I and P;,,~,~+, = [-(t’+ l),q+ lOm- l] where t’=3(im- 1). 
We have performed this construction so that, for 1~ ir n, 15.~5 m/2 + 1, the only 
interval overlapping pn is pi,. Thus any dominating set for G must contain either 
pts or pi5 in order to dominate pis. As before we may restrict our attention to 
minimum dominating sets for G which contain pi, but not pls, since pa does not 
overlap with any other interval in I. 
This completes our construction of I. 
It remains to construct the integer k, the maximum number of intervals we want 
in a dominating set for G. A dominating set for G must contain one interval for 
each pair of p type vertices, one interval adjacent to each f type interval and one 
interval for each two Base intervals. Thus we let 
k=nm/2+n+l+ f l,+nm/2 
I=1 
where I, is the number of literals appearing in F that involve variable x,. 
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Claim 2.2. G has a dominating set of size k if and only if F is satisfiable. 
Proof. Given a satisfying truth assignment A for F we show how to construct a 
dominating set of size k for G. We first include all nm/2 + n + 1 primed intervals 
from each pair of p type intervals. By the construction all the p, Upper, Lower, d, 
e and g type intervals are now dominated. It remains to dominate the Base, Clause, 
u, IV, and f type intervals. If x, is true in A we include all the Upper intervals 
associated with X, in the dominating set. We also include gJ for each clause j in 
which x, appears unnegated, and ei for each clause j in which xi appears negated. 
Adding the Upper intervals ensures the Base and w intervals associated with x, are 
dominated. Adding the appropriate g’ and e’ intervals ensures that all u and f’ type 
intervals have been dominated. Furthermore all clause intervals are dominated 
which correspond to a clause which contains X, as a literal. 
Similarly if x, is false in A we include all the Lower intervals associated with xi 
in the dominating set. We also include g; for each clause j in which x, appears 
negated and <: for each clause j in which x, appears unnegated. As before this en- 
sures that all the intervals associated with x, are dominated. Also all the clause in- 
tervals in which X, appears will be dominated. Repeating this for each variable will 
ensure that all intervals associated with the variables are dominated. Since A is a 
satisfying truth assignment the clause intervals will also be dominated. This 
dominating set is of size 
nm/2+n+l+ i I,+nm/2 
/=I 
as required. 
To complete the proof of the claim we show how to produce a satisfying truth 
assignment for Ffrom a dominating set D for G of size k. We first analyze the struc- 
ture of D. As discussed earlier, without loss of generality we may assume that D con- 
tains the primed member, but not the unprimed member, of each pair of p type 
vertices. Note that no p type interval is adjacent to a Base interval or an f type inter- 
val. Also no interval in I is adjacent to both a Base interval and an f type interval. 
Thus the set of y type intervals in D, the set of intervals in D which dominate the 
Base intervals, and the set of intervals in D which dominate the f type intervals are 
pairwise disjoint. We have noted that D contains nm/2 + n + 1 p type intervals. Since 
no interval in I overlaps two f type intervals, D must contain C:‘=, 1, intervals to 
dominate the f type intervals. That leaves nm/2 intervals to dominate the Base inter- 
vals, /n/2 for the Base intervals associated with each variable. 
Let us consider the Base intervals associated with a variable xi. Since no interval 
in I overlaps more than two of these intervals, D must contain exactly m/2 intervals 
to dominate the B’ intervals. We have then that the intervals which dominate the 
base intervals must each dominate exactly two of the Base intervals. Furthermore, 
each base interval can only be dominated by one interval in D or not all the base 
intervals will be able to be dominated. Only the Upper and Lower intervals overlap 
exactly two Base intervals each. 
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If Ul is in D, then Ui dominates Bi and B; so no other interval which overlaps 
either Bi or Bi can occur in D. In particular, the intervals c’, and Lk cannot be in 
D. This forces r/i and Ui to be included in D to dominate B; , Bi, Bi and Bk, which 
in turn implies that the intervals L\ and Li cannot be in D. This reasoning can be 
continued to show that if I!J~ lies in D, all of the U’ vertices and none of the L’ ver- 
tices lie in D. Likewise it can be shown that if L’, lies in D that all of the L’ vertices 
and none of the U’ vertices occur in D. 
If the Upper intervals associated with a variable x, lie in D, then all of the wi in- 
tervals and none of the u’ intervals are dominated by these Upper intervals. The on- 
ly intervals in D available to dominate the u’ type vertices must each also dominate 
an f’ type vertex. This implies that all the e’ type vertices must lie in D and that 
none of the g; intervals associated with X, appearing in Cj can occur in D. There re- 
main some f’ type vertices (those associated with a clause in which x, appears un- 
negated) that have not been dominated. To dominate such a vertex fj we could use 
either dj’, ff/i or gi. But since VV; is dominated by an Upper interval and o’, and gi are 
dominated by a p type interval, D is free to use the interval gj. to dominatet . This 
would also cause clause interval C, to be dominated. If the Lower vertices 
associated with a variable xi lie in D, then a similar reasoning shows that D must 
contain all the d’ intervals, cannot contain any gi interval for which x, occurs un- 
negated in Cj, and can contain all the gJ intervals for which xi occurs negated in c,. 
We may now construct a satisfying truth assignment A for Fas follows. If D con- 
tains the Upper (Lower) intervals associated with a variable X, then set x, to true 
(false) in A. It remains to show that A satisfies F. Assume to the contrary that there 
exists a clause cJ not satisfied by A. Since D is a dominating set for G (and D con- 
tains no clause intervals), D must contain some interval g:. But g: may only occur 
in D if x, occurs unnegated in cJ and x, is set to true in A, or if xi occurs negated 
in cJ and X, is set to false in A. Thus A does in fact satisfy cJ contradicting our 
assumption to the contrary. We may thus conclude that A satisfies F as re- 
quired. 0 
We now use the ideas in the above proof to show other variants of the dominating 
set problem on circle graphs are NP-complete. 
Theorem 2.3. The connected dominating set problem on circle graphs is NP- 
complete. 
Proof. Here we may use the proof of the previous theorem with some simple 
modifications. In the previous proof we showed that a dominating set D for the con- 
structed overlap graph G could be assumed to contain only p, Upper, Lower, d, e 
and g type intervals. By the construction there exists a primed p type interval in D 
adjacent to any Upper, Lower, d, e or g type interval in D. Thus to ensure D is con- 
nected we need only ensure that the primed p type intervals are connected. To do 
this we add a pair of intervals, Tand T’so that T’is adjacent to Tand all the primed 
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p type intervals. We also ensure that T overlaps with no other interval in I so that 
T’ must occur in any dominating set for G. Letting T= t-6, -41 and T’= [-5, l] 
completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.4. The total dominating set problem on circle graphs is NP-complete. 
Proof. Recall that a dominating set is total if it contains no isolated vertex. We may 
thus use the proof used to show the connected dominating set on circle graphs is 
NP-complete. 0 
3. Minimum dominating clique algorithm 
In this section we again assume the overlapping interval representation I of a 
circle graph G. We label the intervals from 1 to n according to their ascending left 
endpoint order. Let 1; (ri) be the left (right) endpoint of the ith interval. In this 
representation, if the intervals corresponding to a clique C in G are ordered by 
ascending left endpoint they will also be ordered by ascending right endpoint. We 
say two intervals i and j, i<j, corresponding to vertices in a clique C of G are con- 
secutive in C if they occur consecutively in the ascending endpoint ordering of the 
intervals corresponding to vertices in C. 
A clique C in G will be a dominating clique only if every vertex in V- C is adja- 
cent to a vertex in C. The ordering property of the intervals corresponding to the 
vertices in C therefore implies the following lemma. 
Algorithm COMPUTE-NEXT 
for i:= 1 to n do 
forj:= 1 to n do 
NEXT[i, j] :=false 
for j:=2 to n do 
{Find a, the interval with greatest index (rightmost left endpoint), that lies strictly to the left of interval 
j. If a=O, then no interval in I lies strictly to the left of j.} 
a:=j-l 
while a>0 and rO>i, do a:=a-1 endwhile 
{Find b, the interval with greatest index (rightmost left endpoint), that is entirely contained within in- 
terval j. If b=O, then no interval in I lies entirely contained within interval j.} 
t:=j+l; b:=O 
while I,<‘, do if r,<r, then b:=t; t:=f+l endwhile 
for i:= 1 to j-l do 
if {i overlaps j} l,<r,<r, and 
{interval a does not lie in [/,, G]} (a = 0 or I, > I,) and 
{interval b does not lie in [r,.r,]} (b =O or r,>/b) 
then NEXT[i, j] := true. 
Fig. 4. Algorithm COMPUTE-NEXT. 
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Lemma 3.1. If i and j are consecutive intervals in a clique 
a dominating clique if there exists an interval corresponding 
is completely contained in either [I,, $1 or [ri, r, 1. 
C of G, then C is not 
to a vertex of G which 
The lemma gives us a necessary condition for two intervals i and j to appear as 
consecutive members of a dominating clique for G. We therefore begin our 
algorithm with a preprocessing phase in which the Boolean matrix NEXT[i,j] is 
computed. NEXT[i, j] is true if and only if interval i overlaps with interval j, i<j, 
and no interval beZ is contained in either [I,, IJ] or [r;, rJJ. The algorithm COM- 
PUTE-NEXT in Fig. 4 computes the matrix NEXT in 0(n2) time. 
To compute the minimum dominating clique for G we consider each interval p 
as a potential leftmost member of a minimum dominating clique and compute 
the minimum dominating clique (if any) with leftmost interval p. We then take 
the smallest of the resulting dominating cliques as the minimum dominating clique 
for G. 
If interval p is to be the leftmost interval in a potential dominating clique C for 
G, the algorithm begins by classifying the intervals in I- {p} as follows. See Fig. 5. 
l If there exists an interval a such that ra</P then interval a will not be 
dominated by p nor by any intervals further to the right in C, thus the algorithm 
must report that p cannot be the leftmost interval in a dominating clique. 
l Any intervals a such that I, < I/, < r, < rP have been dominated by p but cannot 
be added to C. These intervals can thus be ignored in the further construction of C. 
l Any intervals a for which I,< Ip< r,< r, cannot be added to C but have not 
been dominated. When such an interval is encountered we place it in a set U (for 
Undominated). 
l Any interval a for which Ip < I, < r, < rP are contained in interval p and are thus 
not dominated by p nor are they potential members of C. When such an interval 
is encountered we place it in a set IN (for INterior to p). 
l Any interval a for which lp < I, < r,, < r, is dominated by p and can be potential- 
ly added to C. When such an interval is encountered we place it in a set D (for 
Dominated) ordered by ascending left endpoint. 
l Any interval a for which rP<lu lies to the right of p and is thus neither 
dominated by p nor a potential member of C. When such an interval is encountered 
we place it in a set OUT (for OUTside of p). 
Fig. 5, With respect to interval p being the leftmost interval in a dominating clique, interval a is illegal, 
interval b can be ignored, interval c is placed in set U, interval d is placed in set IN, interval e is placed 
in set D and interval f is placed in set OUT. 
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Once the algorithm completes the above classification it remains to construct C 
from the members of D so that the intervals in U, IN and OUT are dominated. We 
will proceed from left to right and stop when the rightmost intervals are dominated. 
We thus let the interval from U with the rightmost right endpoint be URIGHT. We 
also let the intervals from IN and OUT with the rightmost left endpoints be IN- 
RIGHT and OUTRIGHT respectively. 
The algorithm uses a dynamic programming routine which computes the value 
DOMSIZE(q), which is the minimum size of a clique with leftmost interval p and 
rightmost interval q which dominates all intervals a in IN such that I, < I4 and all 
intervals b in OUT such that lb < r4. Let Di, D,, . . . ,D, be the intervals in D ordered 
by ascending left endpoint and let De be p. Let MINDOMSIZE be the size of a 
minimum dominating clique for G with leftmost interval p. The routine to compute 
MINDOMSIZE by computing DOMSIZE(q) for all q in D U (p}, is given in Fig. 6. 
Theorem 3.2. The algorithm computes a minimum dominating clique for a circle 
graph G in O(nm) time. 
Proof. Since the algorithm considers every interval as a potential leftmost member 
of the clique, to verify the correctness of the algorithm it is sufficient to show that 
the algorithm correctly computes MINDOMSIZE, the size of a minimum 
dominating clique with leftmost interval p. The correctness of the computation of 
DOMSIZE(q) is apparent by induction, since the matrix NEXT is available and all 
if IN,OUT and U are empty 
then MINDOMSIZE := 1 (p dominates G} 
else 
begin 
MINDOMSIZE := co 
DOMSIZE(p) := 1 
fori:=l tosdo 
begin 
DOMSIZE(D,) := 03 
forj:=O to i-l do 
if NEXT[Dj, D,] then 




DOMSIZE(D,) := DOMSIZE(D,) + 1 
if b,>llNRIGHT and b,'lOUTRlGHT and "LJ>~URIGHT 
then MINDOMSIZE := min(M1NDOMSIZE,DOMSIZE(D,)) 
end 
Fig. 6. Routine to compute MINDOMSIZE. 
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possible second rightmost intervals are tried. The definition of DOMSIZE(D;) also 
ensures that the intervals of IN are dominated when lD,>lINRIGHr and likewise the 
intervals in OUT are dominated when r,) > loUTRIGHT. Since all intervals in U are 
dominated by interval D, if rD, > rURIGHT, we have that MINDOMSIZE is correctly 
computed. 
The computation of NEXT requires O(n2) time. The classification phase of the 
algorithm is computed in O(n) time per leftmost interval, O(n*) overall. Since the 
members of D overlap with interval p, for a given leftmost interval p there are 
s=degree(p) values of i to consider. Overall there are Cizl degree(p)=O(m) 
values of i used by the algorithm. For each of these there are at most O(n) values 
of j used. Thus the total time required by the algorithm is O(nm). 0 
4. Further research 
The problem of finding a minimum independent dominating set in a circle graph 
remains open. Another interesting open problem is that of finding an approximately 
minimum dominating set in a circle graph in polynomial time. 
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